Hey,
First of all I would like to thank you for putting yourself forward and attempting to help govern this
nation. It's tough, I get it.
Secondly, I would just like to point out that a lot of trauma humans endure are because the basic
necessities are not easily grasped or provided for.
Folks are scared because they will be out of jobs, will not have a source of income, and hence will not be
able to provide for themselves. This applies to just about any of the laws trying to be passed.
Have you heard of the Venus Project? Please do yourself a favor and look into it. I mean really look into
it, you'll find that the man who went by the name Jaque Fresco has already done the math and this is
really doable. By pairing science with nature, he has created a resource-based economy that will help
humans thrive and help save the world (we know it's dying, time to start fixing it).
I am proposing a small-scale community be built in the style of the Venus Project, once the kinks are
ironed out I know the rest of the nation will soon follow suit.
We have reached the age where there is no reason for people to be hungry, unhealthy, under educated,
or in an undesirable living situation. No, the answer is not work harder or find a better job. That is just a
bandaid over a stab wound. We need to fix the problem at it's source, and that means we need to begin
fixing how our nation is ran.
No, this is not a communist suggestion. I know how communism scares people, and I can assure you that
in this economy there will still be a need for people to work, but in this situation folks will have more
free time to spend on things they actually enjoy. Why do we have a garbage man when a robot can do
its job? Why have a human work an undesirable job and make an undesirable living wage? I know AI will
be taking over soon, so it's best we prepare now.
Provide the basic necessities, use AI to do the mundane work, and a lot more people will be happy.
Again, look into the Venus Project and I urge you to take action. You are in a position of power. You
need not use your position to be greedy when everybody can have the basics and you can still make a
comfortable wage.
I have briefly made these points but I am completely open to a discussion if you are interested. I KNOW
this is a possible option, and I am happy to take the time to completely explain it to you.
Thank you for your time.
Alecia Bramhall, born and raised in Coos County, Oregon.

